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Our Why
 

We, the Youth Justice Cohort of Bridge Builders CHANGE, are a group of youth who speak out against the 
injustices of solitary confinement in juvenile detentions and jails. Our names are: Hannah, Khya, Karlynn, Rod’nee, 
Hunter, LaDiva, Michael, Brien, and Isabella Bianca. This cohort derives from our passion for youth voice to be 
heard. It is imperative to recognize that a major portion of youth voice is unheard among incarcerated and detained 
youth, especially those who are doomed to solitary confinement. Through rigorous research and a deep 
understanding of our personal stories, we share overall knowledge of the injustices occurring in juvenile systems. 
Hunter Key, one of our CHANGE fellows, says, “The people who discipline us are also the people we are expected 
to turn to in times of tribulation.” 

We believe that solitary confinement is wrong. It is cruel and ineffective. We believe that confining youth in a 
secluded, tiny cell where they are locked away from society and psychologically tortured to the very core is wrong. 
We believe that there is a better alternative to solitary confinement. It hurts us to witness second-hand the atrocious 
and inhumane treatment young people like us are receiving for offenses that are either minor or may have been 
acted upon due to mental issues or poor environments.  

We seek to improve the conditions detained youth endure on a daily basis. We hope to achieve this by 
carrying out the Solitary Confinement Bill in Memphis, TN. This practice must be terminated as soon as possible. 
This treatment towards juveniles will not be tolerated any longer.  “Isolation is devastating to the human psyche.”  
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Strategic Plan Vision: 
For each of our actions/tactics we take, we want to build towards our larger vision. Below you will see the steps we believe we will need to take to 
reach our goal. 
 
LONG TERM GOALS: 
Pass a Solitary Confinement Bill 
to stop the use of solitary 
confinement in juvenile detention 
centers in Tennessee  by April 
2019. 
 
 
 

 INTERMEDIATE GOALS: 
Collect 1000 signatures from at least 5 
cities on a Youth against Solitary 
Confinement petition for youth across 
Tennessee to align and support 
ACLU’s and Project MI’s Stop Solitary 
Confinement Campaign.Collect 25 
personal testimonies from youth who 
have experienced the justice system 
about their experiences of solitary 
confinement by April 2018. 
 
Identify 5 youth (one from each city) 
who have strong stories of being in 
solitary confinement and would be 
willing to share testimony in Nashville 
to legislation. 
 
 
 

 SHORT TERM GOALS: 
By December 2017, create a TN Youth against Solitary 
Confinement website (to parallel the ACLU Stop Solitary 
Advocacy Campaign Website) of resources specifically for 
youth who want to join in the fight to pass the Solitary 
Confinement Bill and end solitary confinement in juvenile 
detention centers. The website will include a petition of 
Youth against Solitary Confinement, a submission form 
and story collection of youth who have been in the justice 
system, educational material on the Solitary Confinement 
Bill and what YOUTH can do to support and a how-to 
guide for starting a youth campaign to end solitary 
confinement and resources page of others already 
working on these issues.  
 
Strategically choose and solidify 5 cities(2 major cities and 
3 small towns) in TN to start Youth against Solitary 
Confinement campaigns in their cities.  
 
to 
 

 

   

   

     

 
 
Tactic/Action 

- Step 1: Help arrange for 
youth testimonies from 
each city to go to the Hill. 

- Step 2: Set monthly 
meetings via phone to 
touch base with other 
cities on effective tactics 
and where we are in 
reaching our goals.  

   

    

 Tactic/Action:   
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.  - Step 1: Begin pushing the “Youth 
Against Solitary Confinement” 
campaign in Memphis. 

- Step 2: Set monthly meetings via 
phone to touch base with other 
cities on effective tactics and 
where we are in reaching our 
goals. 

- Step 3: Put lessons learned from 
doing the campaign on “Youth 
against Solitary Confinement” 
website. 

- Step 4: Meet with Sheriff’s Office 
Juvenile Program Manager, 
Joyce Anderson, to finalize details 
for piloting guard-to-youth 
mentorship program. 

- Step 5: Identify at least 5 youth 
(one from each city) who have 
strong stories of being in solitary 
confine and would be willing to 
share testimony Nashville 
legislators. Connect with lobbyists 
for bill. 

   

  Tactic/Action: 
Step 1: Understand the current efforts and climate 
around Solitary Confinement Bill in Tennessee. 

- Solidify 5 partnerships and add these partners to 
the website. 

- Hold one-on-one meetings with ACLU, Project MI 
and Just City and Kingmaker/other lobbyists who 
are currently leading campaigns in Memphis 
around the bill. 

- Hold one-on-one meetings with youth who have 
experienced solitary confinement in SCSO 
detention centers. 

- Compile of online research of resources currently 
available to support to Stop Solitary Campaigns. 

- Find and contact other youth-led efforts in TN 
around stopping solitary confinement.  

Step 2: Design “Youth against Solitary Confinement” 
a website to support youth organizers across TN in 
creating a youth-led campaign against solitary 
confinement. 

- Create education material for youth, by youth 
around what is the Solitary Confinement Bill and 
what you can do to stand up against solitary 
confinement.  

- Create a petition to collect TN youth signatures 
against solitary confinement.  

- Create a page to read and watch stories from youth 
who have experienced solitary confinement as well 
as submit their own story to be used as a testimony 
in support for the reform bill. 

 

  W
Z 
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- Create how-to guide and toolkit for youth to start a 
“Youth against Solitary Confinement” campaign. 

Step 3: Research and contact youth groups or 
organizations in other TN cities that are working on 
stopping solitary confinement. 

- Share with them the website and ask their help with 
identifying a youth group in their city that might 
want to lead a “Youth against Solitary Confinement” 
campaign.  

- Step up meeting (either virtual or in-person and 
they travel here) with youth groups identified and 
share website and resources with partners.  
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List of Community Partners 
Organization or person: How will this person/organization be helpful? 

Faith Pollan and Ashley Caldwell 
(faith@midsouthpeace.org) 
(ashley@midsouthpeace.org) 

Ashley Caldwell joined the staff of the Mid-South Peace & Justice Center in 2016 as the 
Operations and Training Coordinator. 

Erica Perry (eperry89@gmail.com) Lawyer who for Law For Black Lives. 

Incarcerated Youth Speaking Out for 
Change (iysocmempis@gmail.com 
info@bridgesusa.org) 

Interview previously incarcerated youth. 

Kenneth (ken@wemakekings.com) Works on campaigns for different organizations. 

Project MI via Demetria Frank 
(demetria.frank@memphis.edu) 

Works on policy around solitary confinement and incarceration of youth. 

Robert Brown 
(robert@Thememphiscollective.org) 

Works with youth to help find resources. 

Kat Netzler 
(knetlzer@bridgesusa.org) 

Marketing Coordinator for BRIDGES. 

Rhodes College via 
Kayla Chevis 
Lauren Travis 
Rutvi Patel 
Sam Quinn  
(cheks-19@rhodes.edu 
trale-18@rhodes.edu 
trale-18@rhodes.edu 
quisr-19@rhodes.edu 
simel-20@rhodes.edu 

Review Board Members from Rhodes College. 
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thomase@rhodes.edu) 

Dana Wilson VP of BRIDGES CHANGE. 

Tami Sawyer Has vast amount of political knowledge concerning policy in Memphis. 

UT Health Science Center students 
and Dr. Stewart 
U of M Psychology department 

Has vast amount of knowledge on mental health. 
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“Shelby County Juvenile Court System - Eighth Equal Protection Monitoring Report.” Eighth Compliance Report – 
Equal Protection, Michael Leiber, Ph.D., Equal Protection Monitor , 22 Nov. 2016, 

www.justice.gov/crt/case-document/file/918586/download. 
 
Take Action: Because Freedom Can't Protect Itself. ACLU TN, 2014,
ssl.capwiz.com/aclu/tn/issues/alert/?alertid=70283626&type=CU&ms=web_160226_aff_TN_youth_solitary_HCrimJ
usSub_SenJud. 

● Currently, the Solitary Confinement Bill did not move out of the Senate Judiciary Committee. 
Nationwide, around 70,000 children suffer from solitary confinement, the most extreme form of isolation. This 
involves physical and social isolation in a cell for 22 to 24 hours per day for children as young as thirteen. 
Children are being confined in tiny cells for hours, days, weeks, and even years, inhibiting healthy growth, 
education, and development, creating lasting damage. Suicide rates are extremely high, and children with 
mental and health problems actually worsen throughout solitary confinement. 
In the last several years, the federal government and seven states have passed laws to prohibit or limit 
juvenile solitary confinement. However, Tennessee is still one of the ten states who still allow this unethical 
practice. 
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Gonnerman, Jennifer. “Before the Law.” The New Yorker, The New Yorker, 6 Oct. 2014, 
www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/10/06/before-the-law. 

● After numerous transfers from Forty-eighth Precinct, Central Booking at the Bronx County Criminal Court, and 
the Department of Correction bus, Kalief Browder finally landed in Rikers Island, an island between Queens 
and Bronx. His family could not afford to take him out, nor could they afford an attorney. 

 
“Cruel and Unusual: Sentencing 13- and 14-Year-Old Equal Justice Initiative Children to Die in Prison.” 
Cruel-and-Unusual.pdf, Jan. 2008, eji.org/sites/default/files/cruel-and-unusual.pdf. 

● Some young children have been involved in tragic, horribly misguided violence and clearly, they need 
intervention and correction instead of condemning life sentences irresponsibly and insensitively.  

● Sentencing young people gravely harms the adolescents’ brains, which are anatomically undeveloped in parts 
of the cerebrum associated with impulse control, regulation of emotions, risk assessment, and moral 
reasoning. 

 
Dimon, Laura. “How Solitary Confinement Hurts the Teenage Brain.” The Atlantic, Atlantic Media Company, 30 June 
2014, www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/06/how-solitary-confinement-hurts-the-teenage-brain/373002/. 

● “If solitary confinement is enough to fracture a grown man, though, it can shatter a juvenile.” 
● Solitary confinement is harmful to youth because the brain is undergoing major structural growth, especially in 

the frontal lobe. This region of the brain is responsible for cognitive processing such as planning and 
organizing thoughts or actions. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is linked to the inhibition of impulses. This 
continues to develop into a person’s mid-20s. 
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“Policies and Procedures.” Policies and Procedures - TN.Gov, 
www.tn.gov/correction/article/tdoc-policies-and-procedures. 
posted by Susan Rose | 28sc January 05, 2016. “Alternatives to Solitary Confinement.” Interfaith Action 
for Human Rights, www.interfaithactionhr.org/alternatives_to_solitary_confinement. 

● Solitary confinement “ lead to despair and anger, destabilization of the sense of self, and a loss of ability to 
relate to others”. 

● Colorado, Washington, and New Mexico, as well as the Hampden County Correctional Center are some of the 
communities and states that are working  to reduce over-reliance on solitary confinement, advance the 
interests of public safety, and make prison settings safer. For example, Washington established 
cognitive-behavioral programs. New Mexico created a “step-down program”, which transitions gang members 
into release. 

 
Mental Health Needs of Youth and Youth Offenders 

http://www.juvjustice.org/sites/default/files/ckfinder/files/Mental%20Health%20Needs%20of%20Youth%20and
%20Young%20Offenders.pdf 

● Every day only 1/3 of youth who need mental health interventions receive them. 
● Twenty percent of all youth experience mental health problems to varying degrees during childhood.  
● Between 50 to 75% of incarcerated youth have diagnosable mental health problems. 
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Why Solitary Is The Worst Kind Of Psychological Torture  
http://io9.gizmodo.com/why-solitary-confinement-is-the-worst-kind-of-psycholog-1598543595 

● Lasting Effects: Anxiety, Depression, Anger, Cognitive Disturbances, Perceptual Distortions, Paranoia and 
Psychosis, and Self-Harm. 

● Once Considered Rehabilitative: Thought that prisoners would spend their entire day alone, mostly within the 
confines of their cells, ruminating about their crimes while distanced from negative external influences. 

 
The Health Effects of Solitary Confinement 

http://solitaryconfinement.org/uploads/sourcebook_02.pdf 
● The experience of previous trauma will render the individual more vulnerable, as will the involuntary nature of 

confinement as punishment, and confinement that persists over a sustained period of time. 
● Each of the three main factors inherent in solitary confinement- social isolation, reduced environmental 

stimulation and loss of control over almost all aspects of daily life- is potentially distressing.  
 
The Horrible Psychology of Solitary Confinement 

https://www.wired.com/2013/07/solitary-confinement-2/ 
● In isolation, people become anxious and angry, prone to hallucinations and wild mood swings, and unable to 

control their impulses.  
● Explaining why isolation is so damaging is complicated, but can be distilled to basic human needs for social 

interaction and sensory stimulation, along with a lack of the social reinforcement that prevents everyday 
concerns from snowballing into psychoses. 
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